2009 mustang hood

Autos helped make these videos. This video shows you how to open the hood in your Ford
Mustang. Popping the hood on your Mustang is a two step process, you need to release the
hood latch inside your Mustang and then you need to release the safety latch under your hood
in the front of your Mustang. The video above shows you the location of both hood latches.
Sometimes, the hood on Fords gets stuck and won't pop up after the interior latch is released. If
this occurs on your Mustang, simply pull up on the hood and it should pop up for you to release
the second latch. Sometimes, especially on older Mustangs, you may have difficulty getting
your hood to latch when you close it. In this case, the interior release lever on your Ford
Mustang is probably stuck in the "open" position - push the release lever back and forth several
times and then try to close your hood. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures
covering the majority of cars on the road. Cars burn, leak and otherwise dispense of their oil.
Check your level frequently and top up when necessary. Properly inflated tires is the easiest
way to improve fuel economy. The right tire pressure is NOT on the side of your tire btw. Odd
electrical problems that come out of nowhere can often signify a blown engine fuse - check and
change yours here! Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also
slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to
help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car
based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car,
but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for
the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Oil level check. Add air to your tires.
Check for a blown engine fuse. Fix minor oil leaks. Learn how to diagnose and fix minor oil
leaks in your car. See all videos for the Ford Mustang. We have a massive and growing video
library, but we don't have everything Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order:
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Hardware. Action Crash. Shop By Vehicle. Action Crash Hood; Capa Certified. Click to Enlarge.
Product List Price:. Quality: Capa Certified - Ensures the part fits, performs, and lasts the same
as the original. Shipping Options: Ships by Truck. Oversized Item - Customer must inspect all
parts upon delivery. If an item is damaged refuse only the item that is damaged and contact us
immediately. Action Crash Hood; Premium. Quality: Premium - High quality new replacement
part. This Part Fits:. Catalog: D. Hello, Sign In! Your Andy's account is now active and you're
logged in. All available coupons will be applied automatically in your shopping cart! Select Your
Vehicle. Year Key Parts. Goodmark Hood Not For Shelby. Reflexxion Steel Hood - Cowl.
Previous 1 Next. Not able to find what you are looking for? The hood is one of the most
prominent design features on your vehicle. However, because of its placement at the front of
your ride, it is also prone to damage from road debris and accidents. Whether you are restoring
your car or simply fixing accident damage, you are sure to find the perfect hood in our lineup.
While there are other alternatives, steel is still the top choice material for replacement hoods
thanks to its affordability and fantastic fit and finish. Often times a steel hood will also help

maintain the value of your car. Many consumers frown upon non-original hoods which cause
resale values to plummet. So if you want to keep your vehicle's value, and maintain its good
looks, we recommend looking into a replacement steel hood. Q: How do you install a steel
hood? A: Steel hoods are attached the same way your OEM hood is. There are four bolts that
hold the factory hood to the hinges, so remove those, and align and re-bolt the new hood in
using those same 4 bolts. Q: Why buy a steel hood? A: Steel hoods use factory hardware and
usually meet OEM criteria for fit and finish. The steel hoods we sell give you a great way to
enhance the appearance of your car and give it a custom race look. As opposed to fiberglass or
carbon hoods, steel hoods do not need hood pins and will stay securely on your vehicle at any
speed. Q: Are steel hoods paintable? A: Steel hoods are definitely paintable. It's expected that
you'll paint them to match the color of your car. Filter Your Results. Steel Hoods 6. Goodmark 4.
Key Parts 1. Reflexxion 1. Choose Your Vehicle:. Customer Support. Contact Us. Returns Policy.
Terms of Service. About Us. About Andy's. In The Media. Andy's Parts Smarts. Andy's Auto
Sport TV. Customer Rides. The Andy's Dictionary. Knowledge Base. Sales Programs. Price
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Extreme Dimensions. RK Sport. US Body Source. Duraflex 4 Inch Cowl Hood - 1 Piece. Duraflex
3" Cowl Hood - 1 Piece. Duraflex GT Hood - 1 Piece. Not able to find what you are looking for?
Thanks to their extremely light weight and good strength they offer the same look as steel
components but will give better acceleration and handling because of their reduced mass. They
are also offered in an assortment of designs from OEM restoration panels, to performance
models with built-in hood scoops and power bulges. Weight savings in only one of the many
advantages of fiberglass. This fantastic resin based material is inexpensive to produce in a vast
array of shapes, meaning you can go crazy with style and design. Unlike steel, fiberglass will
not rust or corrode so you can count on it to last, even on the salted roads of the east coast.
Fiberglass can also be repaired if it is damaged or cracked in an accident, so you won't have to
track down another hood if you get into a small fender bender. In the right applications, this
stuff is very hard to beat. Q: How do you install a fiberglass hood? A: Depending on the
manufacturer, fiberglass hoods are often close to OEM fit, which means you simply unbolt your
factory hood and replacing it with the custom hood. Q: Why buy a fiberglass hood? A:
Fiberglass hoods are a fantastic way to customize the appearance of your car. There are several
different styles available, and they all can change the look of your car instantly. These hoods
should be painted to match the color of your car, and are normally lighter than your factory
hood and therefore better for performance. Q: Can fiberglass hoods help your vehicle's
performance at all? A: Most fiberglass hoods are substantially lighter than the factory hood,
which would decrease weight and therefore increase performance and make acceleration and
braking quicker. Some fiberglass hood manufacturer's also provide optional "functional" air
induction kits as an option to be purchased with the hood. The kits, when installed, direct
incoming cold air that travels through the hood vent directly to your air box, thereby increasing
horsepower and making the hood functional. Only a few hood manufacturers offer a the kit that
makes the hood functional. Q: The hood I'm considering buying from Andy's is vented and has
openings in it that appear to expose it to rain. Should I be concerned about that? Will it be
harmful to my vehicle if rain goes through those vents into my engine bay? Is there a way to
protect against that from happening? A: Adding guards could potentially defeat the purpose of
a vented hood, which is to help cool your engine bay. Some customers do get creative and add
their own diverters under the hood for a custom solution to the perceived problem, but you
would have to figure out how to attach them and whether there's room under the hood in the
first place. That being said, we have never heard of any problems running a vented hood as-is,
and we've done it ourselves for many years without any issues to speak of. Q: Are hood pins
required for a fiberglass or carbon fiber hood? A: We strongly advise using hood pins on all
fiberglass and carbon fiber hoods, as they provide an additional level of safety should the main
latch fail or if a strong gust of wind should peel the hood skin away from its skeleton. Q: Do
fiberglass hoods come pre-drilled for hood pins? A: No. Since there are many different styles of
hood pins available, it is up to our customers to drill the holes themselves to ensure a perfect
fit. Filter Your Results. Fiberglass Hoods AIT Racing APM Automotive 1. Amerihood Champion
Hoods Extreme Dimensions Harwood RK Sport 7. US Body Source Duraflex Choose Your
Vehicle:. Customer Support. Contact Us. Returns Policy. Terms of Service. About Us. About
Andy's. In The Media. Andy's Parts Smarts. Andy's Auto Sport TV. Customer Rides. The Andy's
Dictionary. Knowledge Base. Sales Programs. Price Stomp. Car Club Discounts. Wholesale
Discounts. Sign Up. Are you looking to customize your Ford Mustang's interior? Do you want to
build your own floor mats, not buy some "off the shelf, run of the Are you looking to customize

your Mustang? Want to build you Velourtex Mats start with the same yarn as Lloyd's Ultimat,
but in a lighter, more economical face weight. An outstanding value and popular Borla brings
you the S-type exhaust. Ultimate Wash and Detail Bucket. It also doubles as an excellent install
MBRP's performance exhaust systems are built to perform. Designed to maximize exhaust flow
and minimize exhaust temperatures your ride will The Mishimoto silicone radiator hose kits for
the Ford Mustang V8 GT are made with a dual layer which combines high grade silicone with
heat This Air Diversion Plate is not only intended to enhance the aesthetic appeal of your
engine but will also incomparably reduce your radiator Mishimoto's silicone radiator hose kits
for the Ford Mustang are made with a dual layer which combines high grade silicone with
heat-resista It features a patented Kanga Add some style under the hood of your Mustang with
this 5pc set of fluid cap covers. These chrome and brushed stainless caps are designed to
Throttle Stripe Kit for Mustang. This Throttle Stripe Kit is made specifically for the Mustang,
giving it a unique and clean look. Kit comes with 1 driver and 1 pa S S Stripe Kit for Mustang.
This SS Stripe Kit is made specifically for the Mustang, giving it a classic double stripe look.
BORLA has developed a revolutionary new exhaust technology that enables our engineers to
deliver unprecedented vehicle-specific control over Help prevent damage to your Mustang's
expensive headlights with these custom aerodynamically designed smoke headlight covers.
These covers Airaid offers a Filter Tune-up kit to go along with any Airaid air filter. Kit includes
one 6. California Style Spoiler for Mustang. This Mustang 3 piece Cali style spoiler is made from
ABS plastic just like the factory models but for less than half the price. With the sp Each set
comes with one left an Each set comes with one left a With race inspired technology built into
every system, you're looking at the very best the performance exhaust industry has to offer.
Complete the nostalgic look of your vehicle with retro-styled Quarter Moldings. Retro Style
Rocker Molding for Mustang. Putco Nova LED Bulbs will give a splash of color to your dull
factory tail, brake, side marker, turn signal, and reverse brake lights. PowerCone expands
Mothers PowerBall line to offer the widest range of polishing possibilities. It makes quick work
of any uncoated, polishab Putco premium LED bulbs will give a splash of color to your dull
factory tail, brake, side marker, turn signal, and reverse brake lights. Mothers Power Ball Mini
Kit. The PowerBall Mini takes your intricate, hard to reach, tedious polishing jobs and makes
them easy. It retains the PowerBall's signature sp Side Window Scoops for Mustang.
Personalize your Mustang with these Side Window Scoops. Side Window Louvers for Ford
Mustang. Personalize your Mustang with these Side Window Louvers. On their own, or matched
with our Rear Window Louver sold separately , these Side Mothers Power Ball Kit. The Mothers
PowerBall is the first foam polishing tool designed to revitalize billet, diamond plate, polished
aluminum, stainless steel, pla Increased exhaust velocit Streamline Seat Heater Kit. Our seat
heaters will warm your seats quickly and safely! After starting your vehicle on a cold winter
morning, simply switch on your seat h Many owners notice some deterioration of their ride
quality after as little as 10, miles. At 30, miles, the ride quality has gone shar This set of ABS
plastic headlight covers from GT Styling installs in minutes and can be easily removed for
driving or cleaning. Snap on smok Increased exhaust velocity adds power, driving excitement,
fuel economy and the distinctive BORLA Sound of Power respected by motoring enthu Mustang
Body Colored Side Scoops. Add a more aggressive street look to your Ford Mustang GT or V6
pony with a pair of these great quality high pressure injected polyurethane MagnaFlow Exhaust
for Ford Mustang. MagnaFlow's Performance Exhaust systems are rugged, reliable, built to last,
and their legendary straight-through, wide-open, stainless stee The choice of an aftermarket
exhaust is complicated. There are lots of choices. Classic Ultra Lite race inspired styling with
silver dials and bezels, bright red LED digital display and E-Z view digital system for enhanc
Classic Sport Comp race inspired styling with black dials and black bezels for a stealthy look.
Auto Meter Cobalt Digital Gauges. Bright blu If our standard street nitrous kits aren't enough
power, this is just the system you need. Designed specifically for Ford Modular 3V engin
Standard, off-the-shelf nitrous kits will not fit the Ford Mustang GT. Due to a fuel system
redesign, special components are neede Zex Nitrous System - Mustang V6 This specially
designed wet nitrous system delivers 55 to additional horsepower for V6 powered Mustangs.
The new model Must Auto Meter ecometer The ecometer by Auto Meter is a fuel consumption
eco-gauge that helps drivers visually monitor how their driving style impacts their vehicle KW
Coilover Suspension - Mustang. Born on the track and raised for the street, KW is Europe's
leading supplier of suspension systems. With four product lines, KW covers all Borla X-Pipe for
Mustang Borla cat-back or axle back exhaust systems for the Mustang GT feature Borla's
patented straight-through and multi-core technology to unleas Borla cat-back exhaust systems
for the Mustang GT and Shelby GT feature Borla's patented straight-through and multi-core
technology to un Bumper Lights - Mustang. These stylish bumper lenses easily replace your
factory amber lenses and are fully DOT legal to boot. They have a high-tech and unique lo These

extremely stylish LED 3rd brake lights will catch everyone's attention. These lights: Use less
power and emit almost no heat Halo Headlamps - Mustang. Stand out from the crowd with these
high quality head light lenses that are stylish and DOT legal. Each set comes with one left and
one r The Max Energy Power Programmer extracts every bit of energy possible out of every
molecule of fuel giving you more mpg at part throttle and Angel Eye Projector Headlamps for
Mustang. Angel Eye Headlamps for Mustang. Stand out from the crowd with these high Eibach
The Eibach Pro-kit spring set adds a new dimension to your Mustang Shelby. You attack
corners with confidence. Hard braking no longer induce These extremely stylish LED tail lamps
will catch everyone's attention. A quantity of "1" is for one left and one right tail light lense
Eibach 4. The Sportline spring set adds a new dimension to your Capri's and Mustang's
handling. Hard braking no lo The Pro-Kit spring set adds a new dimension to your Mustang's
handling. Hard braking no longer induces a Built for performance and show, the 69 Series
Typhoon Air Intake System is a free-flowing mandrel-bent aluminum tube induction system
desig These premium, high performance, ultra-low dust, low noise compound Hawk
Performance Ceramic brake pads are engineered to reduce brake noise Hawk Performance HPS
compound provides advanced braking characteristics to enhance your driving experience. This
unique compound combines t Borla Performance Industries hits another home run with a tuned
true dual Cat-Back exhaust system for the hot new Ford Mustang Looking to spice up the looks
of your Mustang and also shave some performance robbing weight from the front end? Trufiber
has the hood for y Mach 1 Heat Extraction Hood - Mustang. Looking to spice up the look of your
Ford Mustang GT? Trufiber has the hood for you. This Mustang GT Venom ram air hood is e
Cowl Induction Hood - Mustang. Hypertech Max Energy Programmer - Mustang. Unlike cheap
off-shore exhaust tips made of mild steel that will rust through, our tips are made of T stainless
steel and will last the l When you need a little more stopping power, our SportStop High
Performance rotors offer better heat and gas dissipation. SportStop High Perf Polished Water
Tank Cover - Mustang. Made of super high polished stainless steel, this beautifu Stainless
Speaker Grille Kit - Mustang. Dress up the interior of your Mustang with the stainless speaker
grille kit. These grilles are crafted from stainless steel and will ne Shock Tower Covers Mustang. Enhance your engine compartment with these shock tower covers. This 4 piece set is
crafted from super high polished stainless steel tha Master Cylinder Cover - Mustang. This
beautiful cover offers a finish that matches other Diamond Plate Mats - Mustang. Made
specifically to fit your Mustang, these Polished False Firewall - Mustang. Cover up the firewall in
your Mustang with this stunning false firewall. It is finished in chrome and is sure to make your
engine bay stand Spruce up your engine compartment using the Stainless Fuse Box Cover.
Made of super high polished stainless steel, this beautiful cove Below you'll find a sample of
our Mustang Parts and Accessories that are currently on sale. For more sale items, click the
Mustang Parts on Sale Now! Exterior Accessories. Interior Accessories. Under the Hood.
Suspension and Brakes. Other Stuff. Protect It. Current Specials. Prev 1 2 3 Next. Quickview
Buy Now. Join Our Newsletter Receive the latest news on new promotions, exclusive offers, and
new arrivals. Luckily, you can find a replacement hood quickly and easily right here at CarParts.
Check out our selection and get the best deal on a Mustang hood when you shop today. Most
ram air hoods have a built-in water management system with water shields to prevent water
from coming into the intake system, so it won't be a problem. Just make sure that the
aftermarket hood replacement specified this in their feature. It is also important to check the
condition of the vents to ensure that it is dry. If there are leaks, ask the dealer for an immediate
replacement. Since a new ram air hood somehow gives the engine and the intake system a
breathing space, then expect that there will be a noticeable power difference when the Ford
Mustang runs at around 50 to 75 mph. Also, expect to hear a change in the sound of the engine
due to the high flow filter. It will further improve during cold weather conditions; the more air
forced inside, the higher the horsepower of the Mustang. If rust seems to be the traitor to the
Mustang's hood, then go for a rust-proof and durable fiberglass hood. It is made from high
quality fiberglass material with a gel-coat finish for UV protection. Likewise, carbon fiber is also
a good material for a lightweight replacement hood. It is also finished with UV resistant clear
coat that ensures long color life. These types of hood can come with induction vents, which are
perfect for engine cooling. Either of the two types is ideal in terms of corrosion resistance and
engine performance. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote.
Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select
your vehicle. Ford Mustang Hood. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Hood part. Returns
Policy. Recommended Use. Quantity Sold. Shop Ford Mustang Hood. Showing 1 - 14 of 14
results. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number:
RF Part Number: RFQ. Part Number: F Part Number: Part Number: R-F Part Number: FIT Page 1
of 1 Showing 1 - 14 of 14 results. Ford Mustang Hood Customer Reviews. Jun 01, Happy c
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ostumer. Looks Great. Manuel Nunez. Purchased on May 07, Good fit, all metal. David Wallis.
May 12, Very nice and packed very well. Great fitment. Purchased on Apr 27, Ford Mustang
Hood Guides. Is there a possibility for water to get into the engine through the ram air hood?
After installing an aftermarket ram air hood, how much horsepower is expected to be added to a
Ford Mustang? The Ford Mustang's stock hood fell off due to rust. What could be a good,
rust-proof replacement for the sedan's hood? Frequently Asked Questions. A Ford Mustang's
standard hood was replaced by a ram air hood. Helpful Automotive Resources. Hinged onto the
cowl of the vehicle, it serves as an entry point to the engine compartment. Access to this
compartment is important for vehicle maintenance and for quick fixes. Finding the Right Car
Hood Replacement. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved.
Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

